Best Western Plus Hotel & Suites, Rockville, MD
1251 W Montgomery Ave, Rockville, MD 20850

**Entering the Lot**

**From Southbound I-270:** Take RIGHT SIDE Exit 6B-A from I-270. When you come to Montgomery Avenue (directly off the exit), make a RIGHT on Hurley Ave. Drive 0.2 miles and the hotel and parking lot will be on the RIGHT. Wait by the HOTEL ENTRANCE for the EYRE BUS.

**From Northbound I-270:** Take RIGHT SIDE Exit 6B from I-270. Continue STRAIGHT off of the exit onto Montgomery Avenue. Drive 0.5 miles and the hotel and parking lot will be on the RIGHT. Wait by the HOTEL ENTRANCE for the EYRE BUS.

**Exiting the Lot:**

**Heading to Southbound I-270:** Exit the hotel lot, making a LEFT onto Montgomery Avenue. Merge into the RIGHT lanes. The I-270 Southbound entrance ramp will be ON THE RIGHT in 0.3 miles (BEFORE the bridge over I-270).

**Heading to Northbound I-270:** Exit the hotel lot, making a LEFT onto Montgomery Avenue. Merge into the RIGHT lanes. The I-270 Southbound entrance ramp will be ON THE RIGHT in 0.5 miles (Immediately AFTER the bridge over I-270.)